Introduction.-The very old are expected to become a growing part of the stroke population in the developed countries, but related information is limited. Materials and methods.-Retrospective hospital-base population analysis of patients discharged from hospital with a principal diagnosis of acute stroke (ICD-10: 160-164) from 2003 to 2007. Patients over 90 were compared with the group of 85-89 regarding demographic data, stroke type, risk of disability, length of hospital stay and discharge destination. Results.-Among 898 patients 42 (4.6%) were ≥ 90 (69% female), and 87 (9.6%) 85-89 (56.0% female). Ischemic stroke represented 83.3% and 77.0% respectively. Seven-day case fatality was 14.3% and 13.8%, and 30 day case fatality 26.2% and 26.4%. However severe disability (m-Rankin s-5) was observed among the eldest group, from 7,1% pre-stroke to 35,7% after stroke, increasing by 28,6% vs. 13,8% (P < 0,01). 14.3% of nonagenarians and 27% of the younger attended rehabilitation. LOS > 30 days and discharge to long-term care facilities were more frequent among the eldest: 9.5% and 14.2% vs. 4.6% and 8.0%, whereas discharge to prestroke residence was less common: 59.5% vs. 63.2%. Discussion.-Stroke patients ≥ 90 showed higher disability at discharge, longer hospitalization, limited access to rehabilitation, and lower home return. 
-Retrospective study about a series of patients after stroke followed in PRM during at least 4 years. Assessment criteria were the qualitative and quantitative parameters of walking. Autonomy in daily living, equipment, local treatment of spasticity, and functional surgery of lower limbs were also studied.
Results.-Thirty patients were included. The duration of follow-up was from 4 to 13 years with an average of 6.8 years. Eight patients (26.6%) improved in terms of speed, symmetry of steps and reduction of the equipment, 4 (13.33%) deteriorated, and 18 (60%) remained stable. Twenty-eight patients (93.3%) benefited from a treatment by botulinum toxin; 7 (23.3%), of a functional surgery; and 27 (90%) had an equipment.
Conclusion.-More than a quarter of the patients pursue a functional improvement several years after their stroke, both on their capacities of walking and on their autonomy in daily living. Keywords: Driving Simulator; Traumatic brain injury; Stroke; Neuropsychological assessment; Driving ability Introduction.-After suffering brain damage people are often interested in returning to drive. The aim of this study is to find out if there are differences in driving ability between TBI, stroke and controls using an evaluation that includes not only paper-and-pencil and computerized cognitive tests, but also a driving simulator (DS). We want to investigate the strength of association between these measures, the more common errors in each group, since such information could be useful in the rehabilitation process. Material and methods.-We select TBI and Stroke patients with lesions in their right or left hemisphere and a control group paired for age and education. Each subject is assessed using a protocol that includes paper-and-pencil tests, computerized cognitive tests, questionnaires and a DS session.
Results.-A greater correlation is to be expected between performance in DS and performances in tests that have a greater complexity and reality-oriented nature. We also anticipate a different pattern of performance between groups.
Discussion.-The DS performance could be a useful tool for the assessment of drive fitness. 
